MELT & POUR
C R Y S T A L JS - JEL LY SO A P

THE IDEAL STARTING POINT FOR CREATING HANDMADE SOAPS, CREATE A WIDE
RANGE OF BEAUTIFUL PRODUCTS. SIMPLY COMBINE COLOUR AND FRAGRANCE
TO TAILOR YOUR SOAPS.
Crystal JS (Jelly Soap Base) is a unique and innovative
new soap base. It integrates with other Crystal melt and

REMOVE

pour bases, so can be layered and embedded. Crystal JS
melt and pour soap base, is vegetable based, and used to
produce a range of jelly soap products.
Crystal JS can be melted just like other melt and pour
bases. Use to add layers or embedments or just on it's own
to make new and interesting creations

CUT
Unique Jelly Formulation
Vegetable based
Sets to form a jelly solid product
Fantastic transparency enables bright colours

MELT

Good foaming
Excellent moisturising from a high glycerine content
which provides a pleasant skin feel
Superior colour stability even if kept at a high
temperature for extended periods
Neutral odour provides excellent fragrance lift
Ideal for pouring and moulding
Can Be Sliced

POUR

MADE IN ENGLAND

GUIDE RECIPE
Here we show you how to create a simple Crystal JS Soap Bar.
To create your very own set of hand made glycerin soap bars, here is what
you’ll need:
Crystal Crystal JS - Slice into meltable chunks
Fragrance if you wish
A soap mould and slicer
Double boiler / Meltiing tank
Open / Cut - Simply open the packaging, safely cut the Crystal Jelly
soap base into smaller cubes, doing this will make the soap easier to
handle and melt.
Melt - Gradually heat the soap base ensuring that the soap melts evenly
and does not boil and burn. We recommend melting this base slowly in a
Double Boiler / Bain Maire.
Mix - You can now add Essential Oils, Fragrance and Colours. Simply
add to the melted soap base, mix gently ensuring that any fragrance you
have added is evenly distributed throughout the soap base.
Pour - Working quickly, simply pour your soap base into your soap
moulds or tubs.
Create - Once your soaps have set you can simply remove from the
moulds. We recommend using small tubs to sell and distribute this
product to protect and preserve the soap in store.

